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BJ07
mirror hamsa hand 20cm

BJ08
mirror hamsa hand 30cm

BJ09
mirror oval 20 x 30cm

BJ10
dragonfly
30x30cm

BJ11
elephant
20x20cm

BJ12
butterfly
20x20cm

BJ13
mirror 20cm dia

BJ14
mirror 30cm dia

BJ15
turtle
20x23cm

Mosaic rainbow

BJ01
incense holder leaf

BJ02
incense holder curved

BJ03
incense holder triangle

BJ04
incense holder round

BJ05
incense holder star

BJ06
incense holder heart

Speckled range with multi-coloured mosaics
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RM04
set 4 coasters 10x10cm
bestsellerRM03 

jewellery box 
18x13x7cm

RM06
3x3” triple frame

RM09
oval mirror 31x41cm
bestseller

RM02 
curved plate sq 15cm

RM01
bowl 30x30cm

RM05
6x4” frame

RM07 
round mirror 40cm
RM08
round mirror 50cm
bestseller

Rainbow mosaics
A life affirming cascade of fizzing colours, 
still selling well and popular with 
customers

RM10
rainbow mosaic concave 
mirror 30x70cm
bestseller

RM11
rainbow mosaic mirror 
29x42cm
bestseller
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JCQER19704
30cm rainbow

JCQER19702
30cm purple

JCQER19703
30cm turquoise with 
mirrors

JCQER19701
30cm black

JCQER45
30cm reds, blues, 
yellows, black

These large bowls are great 
value and we’ve reduced 
prices now that freight rates 
have improved again – the 
bright fragmented surfaces 
of the glass catch the light 
and shimmer as you pass – 
stunning.

JCQER1805
30cm multicoloured

JCQER1804
30cm multicoloured
bestseller

JCQER200
mosaic bowl 
30cm white 
brown

JCQER201
mosaic bowl 30cm 
grey glitter

JCQER202
mosaic bowl 30cm 
turquoise

JCQER204
mosaic bowl 30cm 
blues and reds

MOS2080
mosaic bowl wine-
red 30cm

Mosaic bowls

JCQ05
bowl yellows blues etc 30cm
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MOSUN02
coaster set of 4

MOSUN03
mirror 40cm dia

MOSUN04
bowl 30cm dia

MOSUN05
plate sq 30cm

MOSUN06
plate sq 20cm

MOSUN01
box w mirror
18x14x6.5cm

As part of  our new mosaic range, we have 
bright sun designs. Jewellery box, coasters, 
mirror, bowl and plates - a brilliant range of  
gifts to brighten up anyone’s home.

Sun designs
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HGCSR01
set of 4 multi-col.
bestseller

HGCSR06
set of 4 rainbow
bestseller

Mosaic coasters
Our mosaics are handmade in Bali, using tiny pieces of recycled glass, and Albesia 
wood, which grows so fast it’s often considered a weed in people’s gardens.

MOS2103
set 4 multi-col

JCQ01
mirror rainbow 25cm

JCQ02
mirror rainbow 40cm

JCQ03
mirror thin stripes 40cm

JCQ04
mirror dual colours 40cm

These new 
mosaic mirrors 
look stunning, we 
love their bold 
rainbow colours.

- mosaics

MOS2101
set of 4 blue

MOS2102
set of 4 grey

MOS2104
moasic jew box 

pink red dots 18x13cm

MOS2105
moasic jew box blue
18x13cm

MOS2106
moasic jew box 
grey 18x13cm

Mosaic jewellery boxes

Mosaic 
mirrors
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RAD010 
round 40cm multicoloured

RAD011 
round 60cm 
multicoloured

RAD001
round 40cm 
purple w gold

RAD004
round 40cm 
brown

RAD002
round 40cm 
grey w yellow

RAD003
round 40cm green

RAD005
round 40cm concentric circles with 
dots: multi col.

RAD008
round 40cm 
reds & blues

RAD007
round 60cm 5 concentric circles of 
coloured rectangles

SD67
mosaic mirror
‘storm brewing’ 30x30cm

SUBOX04
mosaic box w mirror bee

SUBOX07
mosaic box with mirror butterfly
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Ceramic drawer 
boxes
Attractive and colourful ceramic 
drawers that are perfect for 
storing a hundred things! One of 
our bestselling ranges.

Spices, buttons, keys, trinkets, 
safety pins, habberdashery, 
knickknacks, bits & bobs ...
The wood used is mango wood 
and the ceramic drawers are all 
hand painted.

H038
cabinet 8 drawers 
13x6x13”

H039
chest 9 drawer rounded 
top 11x4x12.5”

H040
jewellery cabinet 

16x4.5x12”

H042
chest 6 drawer blue 
floral 6.75x4.5x9.5”

H043
chest 6 drawer blue 
9.5x4.5x6.75

H041
chest 3 drawer blue 
8.5x4.5x3.5”

H041
chest 3 drawer blue 

8.5x4.5x3.5”

H005
3 drawers

25x13x10cm

NEW
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H030
chest 2 drawers 
9.5 x 11 x 7cm

H031
chest 3 drawer orange 
green red 8 x 4 x 4”

H033
chest 3 curved drawers 
8.25 x 5 x 11”

H034
chest 9 drawers 9.5 x 
4.25 x 9.5”

H032
chest 6 drawer 5.75 
x 4.25 x 8.5”

H003
3 drawers
21x11x11cm

H015
6 drawers 26x25x12cm

H001
2 drawers
16x12x10cm

H002
2 drawers
17x11x10cm

H008
6 drawers
22x22x9cm

H006
4 drawers 19x18x10cm

H004
3 drawers
17x15x8cm
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H032
chest 6 drawer 
5.75 x 4.25 x 8.5”

Bestselling range!

H011
10 drawers
32x29x9cm

H012
12 drawers
25x25x7cm

H013
12 drawers 31x25x10cm

H009
8 drawers
24x18x7cm

H014
15 drawers
24x20x8cm

H007
4 drawers
23x23x11cm
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H020 
2 drawers
4.5x4x6”

H021
3 drawers
4x4.5x10.25”

H022
3 drawers
8.5x4.5x3.5”

H025
5 drawers
5x4.5x11.5”

H026
6 drawers
8x3.75x8”H027

6 drawers
6.75x4.5x9.5”

H028
9 drawers
9x4x9.5”

H023
4 drawers
7x4.5x7”
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NA2341
terrarium hexagon 
18cm ht

NA2342
terrarium narrow 
pyramid 17cm ht

NA2343
terrarium wide 
pyramid 17.5cm ht

NA2344
terrarium diamond 
21cm ht

Geometrical terrariums

These trendy functional geometrical shaped terrariums are made by our Fair 
Trade supplier in Moradabad, India. 

Terrariums are miniature gardens contained in a glass container sealed or 
open-air. They can reside in many different interiors due to their small scale. 
These terrariums that we’re introducing are stunning and will make fantastic 
centrepieces or additions to any room. 

Hexagon, pyramid and diamond shapes - works of 
art that will show off the plantscapes and will 
surely gain attention from anyone. 

Brilliant gift for anyone, terrariums are easy to 
maintain. Keep in a bright room but not in direct 
sunlight. Open air terrariums                               
                require watering every few days.                    
                  Sealed ones do not require
                    watering frequently as with 
                      them being enclosed, an 
                       ecosystem is created - they   
                        are self-sufficient 

                         Note:  Plants are not included. 

50% Recycled 
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HWPAA29
triple heart frame
to fit 3x3 inch photo
bestseller

HWPAA30
heart frame
fit 3x3 inch 
photo

HWPBA08
triple frame 6x4”
bestseller

HWPBA30
triple frame 7x5”
bestseller

HWPBA32
triple frame 4x6”
bestseller

HWPBA28
5 tier frame 6x4”
bestseller

HWPBA42
frame with shutters
to fit 6x4 inch photo
bestseller

HWPBA67
to fit 4x6 inch photo

‘Driftwood’ photoframes
These frames are made from sustainably sourced 
wood and are great value for money.

HWPB201
frame 4x6”

HWPB202
frame 5X7”

ZY18054
display board

ZY18047
multi-size frame

TOP SELLER

HWPAA26
heart frame
fit 3x3 inch 
red hearts 
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ASP1299
‘secret lock’ box 20x12.5x6cm

ASP1801
‘secret lock’ box

25x12.5x6cm

ASP082
‘secret lock’ box 15x12cm
bestseller

ASP2304
with brass inlay flowers

ASP2305
flower carving

rectangle

ASP2307
brass inlay at sides

ASP2309
tree + bird

Boxes with secret compartments and hidden 
openings have been written about since the 
Renaissance. Our secret lock boxes are from India 
and have an ingenious, almost invisible, sliding device 
to open them.
A brain teaser, handy container ... gateway to another 
dimension? You decide. Brilliant as gifts and great 
sellers.

Secret lock boxes

ASP2310
with carving 
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ASH161
15x10x6cm
bestseller

ASH1433 
trinket box 6.5x6.5x4.5cm
bestseller

ASH15726
spec stand 
red lips
bestseller

ASH36
spectacle 
stand

ASH15727
spec stand 
moustache

ASH2302 
carved shesham 

wood box 
15 x 10 x 7cm 

ASH2303 
carved shesham 

wood box 
15 x 10 x 7cm 

ASH2320 
floral inlay shesham 
wood box octagonal 

ASH2373 
frame shesham floral 
3x3” photo

ASH2372 
frame shesham floral 
4x6” photo 

ASH2350
spec stand 
pencil box 
red lips

ASH2351
spec stand 
pencil box 
moustache

TOP SELLER

Secret lock boxes

Spec stands

ASH2399 
spec stand 
owl

NEW

 TOP SELLER
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ASH2400
moons box 
10x10cm

ASH2401
moons box 

15x10cm

ASH2404
moons recipe 
stand

Candlesticks

ASH2408
candlestick 
tall 25cm

ASH2409
candlestick 
tall 30cm

ASH2411
trunk box w 
metalwork 
19 x 11 x 12cm

Trunk boxes

ASH2403
moons frame for 4x6” 
photo

ASH2410
trunk box w metalwork 
15 x 7 x 7cm

ASH2426
coat rack

ASH2402
moons box 
23x16cm

NEW RANGE

Shesham wood boxes
Dimensions

ASH2441
6 x 4” 
ASH2442
 7 x 5” 
ASH2443
8 x 5” 

ASH2444
10 x 6” 
ASH2445
5 x 3” 

ASH2440
shesham wood 
box floral 
4 x 4” 

NEW
NEW
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ASH19701
turquoise 
46cm dia, 45cm height

More classic carving skills from India’s 
famous Saharanpur artisans packed into 
a fabulous collection of mango wood 
coffee tables. Each one takes several 
weeks to make. High quality and highly 
recommended.

Mango wood coffee tables

ASH19702
white
45cm dia, 47cm height

ASH2211
coffee table floral
53cm dia

ASH2321
octagonal table 
mango wood

ASP2402
nesting mango wood 
coffee tables set 3

ASH0108
size 35x25x15cm
bestseller

ASH0110
15.5x10x6.5cm
bestseller

ASH1500
3 tier drawer box
12.5x10x9cm
when closedASH1283

eleph box octagonal
15x15x7cm

ASH0111
to fit 6x4” photo

ASH0106B
single coaster

A selection of hand-carved elephant designs, made with 
mango wood in Mumbai, India - great sellers 

Elephant motif

ASH0100
mango frame eleph 
18x23cm

NEW

This set of 3 is the best 
possible present you can 

give for weddings and 
other special occasions - 
versatile, high quality and 

will last for years.

 TOP SELLER
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ASH131 
mushroom/
hedgehog trunk box

ASH133 
mushroom/hedgehog 
box 15 x 10cm

ASH121
rabbit box 
15 x 10cm

This mango wood range is from our Fair Trade supplier in Mumbai, Asha Handicrafts.

ASH135 
jewellery chest
31x16x116cm

ASH138
hedgehog bookends

More woodland themed mango wood items from 
Asha Handicrafts. Hedgehogs and toadstools are 

both on trend at the moment.

NEW

Woodland range

ASH1523
coaster

ASH1525
coaster

ASH1522
tree box mango 
wood 10x10x6cm

ASH2300
plant stand mango 
wood medium

ASH1921
tree box 
10x10x6cm
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ASH132 
mushroom/
hedgehog 
recipe holder

ASH139
hedgehog large frame
31x8x25cm

ASH137
coaster round 
(single)

ASH134
4-drawer chest

25x16x31cm

ASH136
box 10 x 10 x 7cm

ASH120
mango wood rabbit 
wall hook
10x10x16cm

ASH130
mango wood 
mushroom wall 
hook
10x10x16cm

ASH1743
mango frame owl 
20x28cm
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PU16702
asst cols10cm
bestseller

CNNB1600
6cm
bestseller

CNNB1603
12x11x6cm

ASP20210
aluminium 
coathook

TAR018
8cm TAR019

11cm

ASH1793
14cm
bestseller

ASH1792
14cm

ASH1791
14cm

ASH1794
14cm

ASH1795
elephant hanging 
x 5 multicol

The main threat to elephants is loss of habitat. It’s especially severe for 
Asian elephants, where habitats are increasingly fragmented by roads, 
logging, argriculture and new building. Poaching for ivory is a bigger issue in 
Africa. Both species are threatened by climate change. 

Elephants need a huge amount of water, difficult enough anyway, but climate 
change is bringing more and more droughts and unpredictable weather 
patterns. Anything we can do to tackle the climate crisis will help!

Save our elephants!

Hanging bells

Gorara stone

EA1901
elephant jute bag
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NA2800
bike chain bookends
Made in Moradabad, India 
with recycled bike chains

A selection of metal and 
soapstone bookends from 
our fair trade suppliers in 
Moradabad and Agra, India

TAR17302
cat and mouse

TAR2140
soapstone 
bookends turquoise

Bookends

TAR17301
chess pieces

NA2312
bookends metal 
painted bicycle

NA2313
bookends metal 
painted blue tits

TOP SELLER

NA2260
dinosaur bookends 
stegosaurus

TAR2200
owl bookends 17cm 

bestseller
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ASH115
jewellery box 
21x22x7cm

Aluminium Range

ASH117
coaster set
13x13cm

ASH110
box
10x10x6cm

Aluminium boxes and gifts

ASH111
box double 
15x10x6cm

ASH112
trunk box 
13x9x7cm

ASH113
box 15x15x6cm

ASH114
box double 10x10x6cm

ASH116
key hook 13x11cm

ASH118
frame 20x25cm

These aluminium products 
caught our eye with their 
intricate decorative work and 
have sold really well since we 
introduced them last August 

Bestselling range!
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NA2430
aluminium 
box buddha 
10x10x6cm

NA2431
aluminium 
box buddha 
12.5x12.5x6cm

NA2435
aluminium jewellery box 
buddha 28x21x7.5cm

AME2301
box round 7 x 7cm

AME2302
heart t-lite holder 8.5 x 
7 x 3cmAME2303

set of 3 boxes 6 x 6 x 4cm

NA2433
aluminium 
box buddha 
20x11x6cm

NA2434
aluminium 

jewellery box buddha 
23x18x10cm

NA2432
aluminium 
box buddha 
17x12.5x6cm

NEW RANGESimilar aluminium with Buddha Motif. 
Excellent quality, decent prices, we 
recommend them.

Small lightweight aluminium 
boxes from Bali

NEW
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NA1010
to fit 4x4” photo

NA0036
to fit 6x4” photo
bestseller 

NA0032
coat hook

NA1911
owl coat hook

NA0033
triple coathook
bestseller
20cm length
bestseller

NA1015
t-lite holder 7cm dia
bestseller

These bike chain products are made in a Fair 
Trade workshop in Moradabad, Northern India. 

The recycled chains come from two sources: 
60% are collected from bicycle repair centres 
and 40% are cut-offs/loose waste from 
factories and big shops.

Such quirky items always catch customers’ 
attention and are excellent gifts for men and all 
passionate cyclists!

Bike chain, nuts and bolts

NA2340
bike chain curved 
frame

ASP18700
bike chain frame,
to fit 4 x 6” photo 

Bestselling range

NA0039
key ring
circle

NA0038
key ring
star
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NA0042
recy bike chain 
spectacle stand
bestseller

NA0115
recy bike chain 
clock 13x13cm
free standing

NA0102
clock free standing & 
wall mountable NA2428

pen pot 9.5x6cm

NA19706
bike chain plant holder
29x22x14cm
bestseller

NA18700
bike chain and nut bike
12x8cm
bestseller

NA1913
bicycle triple coat hook
30x22cm
 TOP SELLER

NA1916
racing cyclist
16x12cm
 TOP SELLER

NA2423
bicycle bookends  TOP SELLER
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NA2339
bike chain/recy 
metal tandem 
coathook

NA2210
bike chain 
go cart

NA2211
recy metal parts 
racing car

NA2212
recy metal parts 
tractor

NA2213
recy metal parts 
tractor large
bestseller

NA2303
bike chain 
motorbike

NA2305
bike chain motorbike w 
rider
bestseller

NA2304
bike chain 
motorbike

NA2311
recy metal 
helicopter 37cm

NA2310
recycled metal 
plane

NA2306
bike chain motorbike 
coathanger
bestseller
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NA19718
motorbike, copper 
plate 19 x 10cm ht

NA19712
cat double t-lite 
holder copper

NA19713
elephant t-lite 
holder copper 
plated

NA2301
bike chain cat
bestseller

NA2309
bike chain 
elephant

NA2233
bike chain owl 
clock

NA19715
nuts & bolts dog 
8cm ht copper plated
 TOP SELLER

NA2231
bike chain 

strong man

NA2308
bike chain 
guitarist

NA2307
bike chain tennis 
player

NA2305
bike chain motorbike 
w rider

NA2303
bike chain 
motorbike

NA2304
bike chain 
motorbike

NA2210
bike chain 
go cart

 TOP SELLER
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Bike chain, nuts 
& bolts
Nuts about recycled bike chain 
products? Then you’ll love these fun 
models made from nuts and bike 
chains! 

NA18706
bike chain & nut 
scorpion 17x12 
cm
bestseller

NA18704
bike chain & 
nut cat
13x15cm

NA18702
bike chain & 
nut dog
12x10cm

NA18707
spanner coat 
hook
17 x8.5cm
bestseller

NA18708
large spanner 
coat hook
20 x 10.5cm

NA18703
bike chain & nut mouse
9x8cm

NA18701
bike chain & nut elephant 
14x11cm

Surplus
 unwanted 
spanners?

upcycle them!

NA19711
bike chain & 
nut horse
12x17cm

Bestselling range

 TOP SELLER

 TOP SELLER

 TOP SELLER

 TOP SELLER
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TAR16776
notebook
16.5x12cm

TAR16777
notebook
20x13cm

TAR16778
single coaster 9cm
bestseller

TAR16780
box 15.5x10.5x5cm TAR16782

clock
18x18cm

TAR16783
photo frame 4x4”

TAR16784
photo frame 4x6”

TAR16785
pen pot
10x6.5x6.5cm
bestseller

TAR2217
circuit board chest 21 x 
9.5 x 9cm ht

A brilliant way of recycling computer 
components that would otherwise end up in 
landfill sites. The paper inside the notebooks is 
also recycled.

Recycled 
circuit boards

TAR2212
recycled keyboard 
frame 4” x 4”

TAR2213
recycled keyboard frame 
4 x 6”
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RE005
4x6" photo

RE010
round coaster

Recycled magazines 
- photoframes 
and coasters
Our unique range of hand-
made Balinese photoframes 
make great and inexpensive 
gifts. Made from old magazines 
that are collected from local 
hotels, schools and restaurants, 
the craftwork is superb - the 
photos don’t do them justice. RE006

5x7" photo

Recycled pencils

ASP1346
to fit photo 6x4”

Our supplier collects these factory 
rejects from a small town near New 
Delhi - a great example of creative 
recycling. We have lots of innovative 
products which make ideal gifts and this 
crayon range is a great example!

ASP1626
coaster

ASP1624
22cm dia
bestseller

ASP1627
7.5x5x4cm

ASP1628
6x6x4cm

ASP1461
pencil pot

 TOP SELLER

 TOP SELLER
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ASP2300
doorknobs 5 asst round teal

ASP2301
doorknobs 5 asst flower green

ASP2302
doorknobs 5 asst round

ASP2303
doorknobs 5 asst round stripes

Doorknobs
A selection of handpainted door stops and doorknobs from our Fair Trade 
suppliers in New Delhi. Made using mango wood and hand-painted ceramics.

ASP21102
doorknob 5 asst round

ASP21103
doorknob 5 asst flower
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NA2333
woven basket recy textile 
29cm ht

NA2334
woven oval basket recy 
textiles 17.5cm ht

NA2335
woven bowl recy textile 
32cm dia

NA2336
woven bowl recy textile 
38cm dia

NA2337
woven bowl recy textile 
45cm dia

NA2338
woven basket recy textiles 
sq 18cm ht

Recycled woven 
textile bowls 
and baskets.

Baskets
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PROK106
kaisa grass basket plain/
striped set 3

PROK107
basket plain/striped 
18 x 34cm

PROK108
kaisa grass basket 6 colour 
striped set of 3

PROK109
basket 6 colour 
stripe 18 x 34cm

These large robust baskets are made out of Kaisa grass. They are 
carefully hand-woven by skilled women in producer groups in 
Bangladesh.

The artisans purchase the materials from the local market and 
clean the grass before moving onto the dyeing process. After the 
grass has been dyed, it is then left in the sunlight to dry. Shortly after, 
the artisans weave the baskets with the grass using a traditional 
technique

Perfect for everyday use. Primarily made with the intention of being 
a laundry basket, but may be used for storing other things like toys, 
blankets or even firewood!

Kaisa grass 
Laundry baskets

PROK120
laundry basket set 
3 kaisa grass blue/
natural

PROK121
laundry basket kaisa grass 
set of 3 recy sari

HOMEWARE
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ASP2351
plaited basket recycled black 
and white 10x10”

ASP2350
plaited basket recycled black 
and white 8x8”

ASP2356
plaited basket recy 
white & hemp 10x10”

ASP2357
plaited basket recy 
white & hemp 12x12”

ASP2352
plaited basket recy sari 
8x8”

Recycled plaited and Sari 
Wrapped Storage Baskets

PROK011
grass & recycled sari 
rectangle basket set 
of 3 large
L 50x35x18cm
M 44x30x16cm
S 38x24x14cm
bestseller

Following the knockout success of our previous sets 
of 3 storage baskets (PROK009) we’re delighted 
to introduce this selection from our Fair Trade 
suppliers in Bangladesh. Already suffering from 
rising sea levels, it’s great that we can support these 
suppliers through sourcing these recycled, practical 
products!

Each basket is 
unique - colour 
& pattern will 

vary!

ASP2354
plaited basket recy denim & 
hemp 10x10”

ASP2355
plaited basket recy denim & 
hemp 12x12”

PROK010
grass & recycled sari indigo 
rectangle basket set of 2 
L 39x21x28cm 
M 33x18x23cm

Baskets

PROK009
recycled sari basket set of 3 
bestseller
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M020
nat & green 25cm

M021
nat & black 25cm
bestseller

M022
nat & green 35cm

M023
nat & orange 35cm

M024
nat & green 35cm

M026
nat & orange 
pompoms 
25cm

M027
nat & pink 
pompoms 
25cm

M028
nat, yellow & black 35cm

M029
nat, yellow & black 35cm

Traditionally used to carry rice from the fields to market, these practical baskets are 
handwoven with 100% natural seagrass in Vietnam. 

Made with strong, flexible handles by our Fair Trade supplier; Mai Vietnamese Handicrafts, they 
collapse to half their size for easy stacking and a variety of uses. 

Vietnamese collapsible  seagrass rice baskets

M030
nat, yellow & black 35cm

HOMEWARE
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Hogla Baskets from Bangladesh
Handwoven with the local Bangladesh seagrass 
known as “hogla”, these beautiful baskets are 
incredibly strong and will last for years. Plenty of 
uses around the house - even the cats like them! 
Sustainable, 
non-plastic and Fair Trade!

CJW020
baskets hogla grass 
set of 3

45cm dia x 19cm ht

30cm dia x 12cm ht

CJW022
cat basket
base dia. 31cm
height 29cm
bestseller

CJW021
baskets hogla grass 
set of 2
L 34x28cm
M 30x25cm
bestseller
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ASP2367
60x90cm

ASP2369
60x90cm

ASP2371
60x90cm

Our recycled rugs are a bestselling range and these 
contemporary ‘ombre’ designs are especially effective 
in minimalist settings. Long lasting and top quality. 

We’re delighted to announce that our supplier 
Aspiration is now a pending member of  WFTO 
(World Fair Trade Organisation).  Aspiration was 
founded by Padam Kapoor (now retired), an expert 
in Indian handicrafts who  for many years promoted 
the interests of handicaft artisans to the Indian 
government.

ASP2370
80x120cm

ASP2368
80x120cm

ASP2372
80x120cm

ASP2390
rag rug blue cream red
50 x 90cm

ASP2391
rag rug blue cream red 
80 x 120cm

ASP2392
rag rug recy polyester 
90 x 60cm

ASP2393
rag rug recy polyester 120 
x 80cm

Recycled polyester rag rugs

ASP2293
recy cotton rag cushion cover 
dark mix 40x40cm
bestseller

We love these styles 
- recommended!
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Rag rugs used to be made in Britain, in the olden days 
(not so long ago) when we didn’t waste things that 
could be used again.  As late as the 1960s, the rag n’ 
bone man could still sometimes be seen in our streets 
on his horse and cart, tinkling his bell and shouting ‘rag 
‘n bo-o-nes’ as he went along (remember Steptoe & 
Son?). Rags – any form of clothing – were a valuable 
commodity, used for such purposes as carpet underlay, 
mattress stuffing and seats on trains and buses.

Recycled rag rugs 
and mats 

Handwoven by local artisans 
near Delhi, these rag rugs (right) 
provide income for Karm Marg, 
the home for street children 
which we support.

Made from leftover fabric 
remnants from the garment 
industries, rag rugs are 
affordable, last for years 
and can be machine 
washed. 

ASH3774
270x180cm

Available in a range of 
sizes ...

JUG064
178x100cm

ASH3720
60x45cm
ASH3721
90x50cm        
ASH3722
120x80cm

ASH3723
150x100cm    

ASH15724
runner rug 55x150cm

Bestselling range

Great for 
students!
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ASP2180
rag rug 50x90cm
red

ASP2181
rag rug 50x90cm
blue

ASP2182
rag rug 50x90cm
green

ASP2183
rag rug 50x90cm
purple

ASP2186
rag rug 80x120cm
red 

ASP2187
rag rug 80x120cm
green

ASP2188
rag rug 80x120cm
blue

ASP2189
rag rug 80x120cm
purple

ASP2191
recycled dhurrie denim striped 
80 x 120cm

ASP2192
recycled cotton and denim ombre
80x120cm

We introduced these rugs in 2021 and 
they’ve sold well, but we’ve reduced them – 
we over-ordered because of Covid and now 
we need to make space in our warehouse; 
take advantage of this great offer while 
stocks last! Lots of other rugs and doormats 
reduced too!
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ASH1906
rag rug blues
58x68cm

ASH1905
rag rug reds & pinks 
58x68cm

ASH1907
rag rug greens 
58x68cm

ASH3780
90 x 50cm bestseller

Bright colours varyASH3781
120 x 80cm bestseller

ASH3782
150 x 100cm 
bestseller 

ffaaiirr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

ASH2109
rainbow with tassels
60 x 90 cm

ASH2110
diamond with tassels
60 x 90 cm

ASH2111
recycled viscose dhurrie
60 x 90 cm
bestseller

ASH2112
recycled viscose dhurrie
60 x 90 cm
bestseller

ASP2161
fluffy bathmat recycled cotton 
white 45x60cm

As we continue on our quest to combat climate change, we 
are prioritising products which make use of discarded, waste 
materials. These mats do just that, as well as providing an income 
for many artisans who would otherwise struggle to find work.  

Less than half price!

Less than half price! Less than half price!

Less than half price!

 REDUCED
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ASP2164
doormat heart 

recycled cotton 
45x60cm

bestseller

Doormats

ASP2166
star recycled polyester & cotton, 45x60cm
bestseller

ASP2163
heart recycled 
cotton & jute
45x60cm

ASP2165
rainbow recycled cotton & jute
35x60cm bestseller

Our supplier Aspiration in New Delhi was founded 40 years ago by 
Padam Kapoor, who was passionate to retain Indian handicraft skills and 
traditions. Now as we try to find a use for all the waste that litters the 
streets and clogs up India’s rivers and countryside, Aspiration’s artisans 
use their skills to turn this waste into attractive, hard-wearing designs.

ASP1926
recycled cotton & jute, 
70cm dia

ASP2162
oval doormat recycled 
cotton & jute 45x60cm
bestseller

ASP2167
heart recycled polyester & cotton 
45x60cm 
bestseller

Less than 
half price!
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ASP2210
rug recy cotton & polyester 80x120cm diamonds

ASP2211
rug recy cotton & polyester 80x120cm aztec

ASP2213
rug recy cotton & polyester 80x120cm triangles

ASP2211L
rug recy cotton & poly 120x180cm aztec

ASP2212L
rug recy cotton & poly 120x180cm moroccan

ASP2213L
rug recy cotton & polyester 120x180cm triangles

ASP2210S
rug recy cotton & poly 60 x 90cm diamonds

ASP2211S
rug recy cotton & poly aztec 60 x 90cm

ASP2212S
rug recy cotton & poly 60 x 90cm moroccan

ASP2213S
rug recy cotton & poly 60 x 90cm triangles

ASP2291
recy cotton c cover triangles multi 40x40cm
bestseller

ASP2290
recy cotton rug triangles multi 100x150cm
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ASP2223
brown aztec 
60 x 90cm

ASP2224
brown aztec 
100 x 150cm

ASP2225
white 
60 x 90cm

ASP2226
white 
100 x 150cm

ASP2227
blue 60 x 90cm

ASP2228
blue 100 x 150cm

ASP2229
purple 
60 x 90cm

ASP2230
purple 
100 x 150cm

Recycled leather rugs and cushion covers

ASP2220
rag rug aztec 50 x 90cm

ASP2221
rag rug aztec 80 x 120cm

ASP2222
rag rug aztec 120 x 180cm

Less than half price so we can clear space in our warehouse!

ASP2231
cushion cover brown 
aztec 40x40cm

ASP2232
cushion cover white 
40x40cm

ASP2233
cushion cover blue 
40x40cm

ASP2234
cushion cover purple 
40x40cm
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These throw are made from recycled 
cotton, offcuts from the garment 
industry. 

Each one of these recycled vintage kantha stitch throws is 
very special.  Multiple layers of cotton sari have been hand 
stitched together over many years giving them a unique 
distressed patchwork effect turning them into wonderful 
heirloom pieces.  

Cotton throws

Patchwork kantha throws

GOP1702
mandala throw 210x230cm 
asst. colours

GOP2700
recycled vintage kantha throw
130x180cm 
asst. colours

GOP1700
yoga bags, kantha stitch
tropicana pattern asst. 
cols

ASH2050
throw with 6 pompoms 
yellow 150 x 90cmASH2051

throw with 6 pompoms 
green 150 x 90cm

ASH2052
throw with 6 pompoms 
blue 150 x 90cm

ASH2053
throw with 6 pompoms 
red 150 x 90cm

Out with the new, in with the old!
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ASH2118 
yellow tassel

ASH2119 
turquoise tassel
bestseller

ASH2120 
lilac tassel

ASH2121
green tassel
bestseller

Recycled cotton throws
From our Fair Trade supplier Asha Handicrafts in 
Mumbai, India. Handwoven from recycled cotton. 
Presented folded with a bow making for a perfect gift.
Size: 125x150cm

ASH2122
rainbow stripe
bestseller

Bestselling range!

ASH2123 
rainbow check

ASH2117
blue tassel

 TOP SELLER
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ASH2260
recy cotton 
rainbow check
bestseller

ASH2261
recy cotton 
rainbow stripe

ASH2264
recy cotton 
green

ASH2265
recy cotton 
blue ASH2266

recy cotton 
turquoise

Relax....!

Relax on any sofa or chair with these great new cushion covers from Mumbai, 
India. Size 40x40cm

Matching cushion covers

ASP2193 
rainbow stripe ASP2194

yellow stripe

ASP2195
blue stripes 

ASP2196
green stripes

ASH2335
brighter future 
throw blue

ASH2336
brighter future 
throw yellow

ASH2337
brighter future 
throw grey

ASH2338
brighter future 
throw green

ASH2339
brighter future 
throw rainbow



ASH150
autumnal recy cotton 
throw 150x125cm
bestseller

ASH151
autumnal recy cotton 
throw 200x150cm
bestseller

ASH152
autumnal recy cotton c 
cover 40x40cm

ASH153
diamond multicol 
recy cotton throw 
150x125cm
bestseller

ASH154
diamond multicol recy 
cotton throw 200x150cm
bestseller
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ASH155
diamond multicol recy cotton 
c cover 40x40cm

Throws and 
cushion covers
From our Fair Trade supplier Asha 
Handicrafts in Mumbai, India. We 
introduced these last August and 
they’ve been really popular.

They’re perfect for the cooler 
months - wrap up warm by the fire 
with a hot chocolate.
 
Brighten up your furniture with the 
multi-coloured diamond design - a 
good addition to our multi-coloured 
range. 

Available in 2 different sizes and 
presented folded with a bow making 
for a perfect gift.

As climate change awareness grows, 
RECYCLING is more and more 
on trend! Especially of cotton, as 
consumers realise its harmful effects.

ASH2266
recy cotton 
turquoise
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